Abstract
Introduction

38
An animal's behavior is composed of sequences of actions. To behave properly in a 39 complex environment, an animal has to monitor the results of its own actions and be 40 able to change the next behavior flexibly based on previous experiences. If the 41 previous actions were valid and produced a positive result, the animal should maintain 42 the same behavioral strategy and repeat the same action. However, when previous 43 actions were unfruitful or had a negative result, the animal must change its behavior to 44 prevent future losses. 45
In recent studies, how an animal's behavior is influenced by the past trial history 46 has been extensively investigated using probability learning tasks. By assessing the 47 9 (about 85% correct on more than five consecutive experimental sessions), we started 159 to intermingle FCT trials with ICT trials. 160
Data Analysis
161
All statistical analyses and data plotting were performed using the statistical software 162 R 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013). We used Bonferroni's correction method in testing 163 statistical significance in multiple comparisons unless otherwise noted. The proportion 164 correct was separately calculated for the ICT and the FCT by dividing the number of 165 trials with correct target capture by the number of trials that the animal reached the 166 response period. In order to examine the individual differences of directional 167 preference between the monkeys, we applied chi-squared tests to the number of 168 choices in the FCT. We first pooled the sessions within individuals and then performed 169 chi-squared tests to compare the number of choices in each pair condition between the 170 subjects (pair-based preference). We also compared the number of the choice of a 171
given direction against the number of trials in which that direction was available 172 between the subjects (direction-based preference). 173
Logistic regression 174
To quantify how behavioral history in past trials would influence an animal's own 175 choice of saccade direction in future trials, we performed a logistic regression analysis. 176
We investigated how the monkey's choice in FCT trials could be explained based on 177 the behavioral history in the 10 preceding trials. In this analysis, the effectiveness of 178 preceding ICT and FCT trials for predicting the monkey's choice was separately 179 estimated. Additionally, we divided preceding FCT trials into two types: those in 180 which the monkey was presented with the same cue pair (FCTs trial) and those with 181 different cue pairs (FCTd trial) compared to the current trial. Based on this 182 categorization, the 10 preceding trials were classified into three trial types (ICT, FCTs 183 and FCTd) with regard to the current trial. By applying a logistic regression analysis, 184
we measured how the monkey was likely to repeat choosing the same direction for a 185 saccade that was instructed or freely chosen in preceding trials. For each monkey and 186
for an arbitrary pair condition with directions A and B, we first collected the subject's 187 choice in FCT trials with that pair condition and the prior behavioral sequence up to 10 188 trials before each of those FCT trials from all the sessions available for that subject. of the third latest ICT trial by selectively counting the previous ICT trials (Fig. 1b) . 210
Estimated coefficients were then averaged across six pair conditions, resulting in 40 211 coefficients for each monkey (excluding the bias term). 212
To examine the statistical significance of the estimated history effect, we used a 213 shuffling method. For each session's data, we shuffled the indices for FCT trials 214 respectively among each of the six pair conditions. Thus, the monkey's choice in every 215
FCT trial was exchanged with that of the other FCT trial with the same cue pair in that 216 session. By this manipulation, we uncoupled the result of the monkey's choice from 217 the trial history prior to each FCT trial. The sequence of task and pair conditions as 218 well as the overall number of choices in each FCT pair condition were kept unchanged. 219
Since the potential influence of the particular order of trial conditions possible in the 220 data was preserved in this shuffled sample, we could dissociate the genuine effect of 221 the behavioral history by comparing the results of regression for real data to those for 222 shuffled data. We performed resampling 2000 times for each subject and calculated 223 the confidence intervals of every behavioral measure in the logistic regression 224 analysis. 225
Reinforcement learning models 226
To directly estimate the history effect of preceding decision and action, we used a 227 reinforcement learning model to fit the monkeys' performance (Sutton and Barto 228 1998 pair conditions. In both monkeys, the coefficients for preceding ICT drastically 320 decreased 3-4 trials prior to the current trial. This indicates that the monkeys were less 321 likely to choose the direction that they had been forced to respond to immediately 322 before that trial. The coefficients of preceding FCT with different cue pairs (FCTd) 323 were similar to those in the ICT except for a slight positive shift in the chosen 324 direction and negative shift in the unchosen direction. This suggests that the monkeys 325 had a general tendency to avoid choosing the directions available in the previous trials, 326 regardless of whether they were chosen or not. 327
Results
275
General Performance
On the other hand, the coefficients of preceding FCT with a cue pair identical to 328 that in the current trial (FCTs) were largely higher than those of the ICT in both 329 monkeys. In monkey E, the coefficients for the FCTs condition were positive 330 throughout the preceding trials, indicating that the monkey was likely to choose the 331 same direction when an identical cue pair was repeatedly presented in adjacent FCT 332
trials. There was a slight increase in the effect in the latest and second latest preceding 333
FCTs trials. In monkey O, the coefficients for the FCTs condition were also positive 334 for most of the preceding trials, but decreased to nearly zero in one trial before the 335 current trial. This indicates that the monkey's tendency to choose the same direction in 336 the FCTs condition disappeared when the same FCT condition was repeatedly 337 presented in two consecutive trials. Thus, there was an individual difference in history 338 effect when the preceding trials were divided into four conditions. 339
In the logistic regression analysis based on the shuffled data, the results were 340 identical between two monkeys (Fig. 3b,d ). Because the choice in the current FCT trial 341 is uncoupled from its original history of trial sequence, the coefficients remained 342 constant across preceding trials in each condition. In both monkeys, the regression 343 18 coefficients for preceding ICT trials was virtually zero. For the FCT, the coefficients 344 for preceding FCTs trials and choosing in preceding FCTd trials were positive. The 345 coefficients for not choosing in preceding FCTd trials was negative. These history 346 effects in FCT trials can be attributed to the animal's overall directional preference in 347 each session, which lead to correlated choices by chance in FCT trials within the same 348 session. 349
Dissociation of Decision and Action History
350 The logistic regression model described above was based solely on the categorization 351 of the trial type, and does not consider the cognitive processes in each condition. 352
Therefore, we further examined the effect of preceding decision and action history 353 based on the coefficients obtained from the logistic regression. In ICT trials, the 354 monkeys were only required to make a forced response toward the instructed direction 355 and there was no room for a choice. Therefore, the regression coefficients obtained 356 from preceding ICT trials could be directly regarded as the effect of preceding actions. 357
On the other hand, in FCT trials, the monkeys needed to both choose the saccade 358 direction by themselves and make a response toward it. In this regard, preceding FCT 359 trials have both decision and action aspects, which could independently influence the 360 current trial. Therefore, the estimated coefficients for preceding FCT trials would be a 361 mixture of decision and action history effects. 362
To separate the effect of decision history from that of action history and solely 363 examine the former, we subtracted the regression coefficients for the ICT from those 364 for the FCT. The history effect of decision in the j-th preceding trial was calculated as 365 for FCTs trials and for FCTd trials. These differences of the regression 366 coefficients between FCT and ICT trials could represent how the monkey's tendency 367 to make a particular choice overcame the effect of the past saccadic response toward 368 that direction. 369 Figure 4 shows the result of the dissociation of decision history from action history. 370
The effect of decision history in preceding FCTs trials was positive for both monkeys 371 throughout the 10 trials of the analytic period and exceeded the confidence intervals 372 calculated from the shuffled data (Fig. 4b) during the 3-4 trials before the current trial. 373
On the other hand, the effect of decision history in preceding FCTd trials were weak 374 for both monkeys and did not exceed the confidence intervals from the shuffled 375 samples. These results indicate that the monkeys tended to repeat the same decision in 376 adjacent trials, but this effect of decision history was specific to the pair conditions. 377
The individual difference of the regression coefficients for preceding FCTs trials 378 between the monkeys (Fig. 3) could be the result of a strong negative action history 379 effect in monkey O, which could have canceled the positive effect of decision history 380 and led to a deterioration of choice predictability in the FCTs condition in one trial 381 before the current trial. 382
History Effect based on the Reinforcement Learning Models
383
The results of the logistic regression analysis suggested that the preceding decision and 384 action have different effects on the choice in subsequent trials. Therefore, we tried to 385 20 directly characterize these effects by applying reinforcement learning models in which 386 the effects of decision and action on the value for each saccade direction were 387 separately implemented (see Materials and Methods). In the models, each direction 388 retained its own value, and the choice in FCT trials was determined based on a 389
comparison of the values of the two presented directions. We used three models. In all 390 the models, the value of the responded direction was updated by in both ICT and 391 FCT trials. In two of the models, we tested the effect of the animal's own decision of 392 saccade direction by further updating the value of the responded direction by in 393
FCT trials. In one of these models, we also tested the effect of not choosing a direction 394 by updating the value of the unchosen direction by in FCT trials. 395
We fit the models to the animal's behavior separately for each session. that "deciding to make an action" and "making an action itself" have opposite effects 411 on the value of the executed behavior, which leads to the differential effects of 412 decision and action history observed in the logistic regression analysis. 413
Discussion
414
In the present study, we found that preceding decision and action had different effects 415 on the subsequent behavior of the animal. These two behavioral components are 416 generally considered to be indissociable in studies on decision-making, since the result 417 of a decision always needs to be carried out as a physical action to be observed by the 418 experimenter. In other words, the strong tie between decision and action makes it 419 difficult to differentiate their effects on animal behavior. However, in the present study, 420 we could successfully separate these two components by comparing the history effects 421 in the ICT and the FCT. Choosing a direction produces a positive history effect that 422 promotes the choice of the same saccade direction when the identical choice situation 423 is presented repeatedly. On the other hand, making a saccadic response to a direction 424 produces a negative history effect and discourages the monkey from choosing the 425 same direction. Both of these effects were strongly manifested during 3-4 trials. 
Generalization to Other Decision-Making Tasks
477
In the present study, the monkey could obtain a reward every trial regardless of the 478 task or response direction. Application of reinforcement learning models to the 479 monkey's behavior revealed that making a response decreased the value function of 480 the response direction (Table 1) . However, in standard reinforcement learning models, 481 the value of a given action increases if the animal receives a reward after that response 482 (Sutton and Barto 1998; Samejima et al. 2005) . In fact, the increment of the value 483 function after a reward is one of the most fundamental features of the reinforcement 484 learning model, which enables the animal to learn an appropriate behavioral strategy. 485
In this regard, the result reported in the present study may appear to be strange because 486 it claims a decrease in the value function every time the monkey made an action to a 487 direction and got rewarded. This discrepancy could be attributed to the task design 488 25 used in the present study. In contrast to the decision situation in probabilistic learning, 489 the animals in the present study were able to receive a reward every trial, and didn't 490 need to search for an advantageous behavioral strategy. Thus, the animals' behavior in 491 the present study was not determined in terms of reward maximization. Therefore, the 492 reinforcement learning models and estimated value updates in the present study cannot 493 be directly compared to the other existing models for probabilistic learning. free choice paradigm we used did not depend on any of these specific task components, 506 the present results could represent an innate behavioral tendency of animals that may 507 take place in any decision-making situations. According to the task constraints which 508 strongly determine the optimal behavioral strategy in probabilistic learning and other 509 26 types of tasks, whether the animal's natural tendency can be actually observed or not 510 depends on each experimental paradigm. Nevertheless, the knowledge about the 511 animal's fundamental traits may help to understand the behavioral patterns under 512 various task constraints which take place over the pre-existing natural tendency, and 513 possibly resolves the inconsistency in observed behavior among different studies and 514 tasks. Further studies are needed to investigate how the animal's own tendency in 515 behavioral repetition is taken over by the requirements of the tasks. 516
Context Specificity of the Decision History Effect
517
In the logistic regression analysis, we differentiated the preceding FCT trials with the 518 same (FCTs) and different (FCTd) cue pair compared to the current trial, and 519 examined their effects separately. Although these two conditions were identical in 520 respect to "the effect of the past freely-chosen response toward one of the two 521 directions available in the current trial", they had quite different effects on the 522 monkey's behavior (Fig. 3) . The choice in preceding FCTd trials exhibited a similar 523 effect to the preceding ICT trials, and strongly prevented a repeated response to the 524 same direction in consecutive trials. In contrast, the choice in preceding FCTs trials 525 showed consistently greater coefficients than those of FCTd and ICT trials, and mostly 526 facilitated the repetitive response to the same direction throughout the 10 trials of the 527 preceding trial period, except for the −1 trial for monkey O. Even in this exceptional 528 case, the coefficients for the FCTs condition was neutral (about zero) and much greater 529 than the coefficients for the ICT and FCTd conditions. In other words, according to the 530 effect of preceding ICT and FCTd trials, monkey O had a robust tendency to avoid 531 repeating the same response, but this tendency was counteracted for preceding FCT 532 trials with a cue pair identical to the current trial. This result clearly indicates that 533 making a decision promotes the same decision in subsequent trials, but this effect is 534 highly context-dependent and only manifests in trials with identical choice options. By 535 cancelling out the effect of preceding actions from the effect of preceding decisions 536 (Fig. 4) , a consistent result was observed. While the decision history in preceding 537
FCTs trials positively influenced the choice in the current trial, the decision history in 538 preceding FCTd trials exhibited only a small effect that did not exceed the chance 539 level taken by a shuffling method. 540
These results suggest the importance of the decisional situation in sequential 541 behavior and the history effect it exerts. Not only which action was chosen by the 542 animal, but also among which of the alternatives it was chosen may be a key to the 543 history effect it exerts on subsequent trials. However, the effect of choosing in 544 preceding trials was examined independently from the effect of not choosing only in 545
FCTd trials. The dissociation of the effects of choosing and not choosing was possible 546 because the cues presented in preceding FCTd trial were different from those in the 547 current trial. In FCTs trials, two cues available in the preceding and current trials were 548 identical and therefore not choosing a direction necessarily means the choice of the 549 other direction. Because of this coupling, we could not dissociate the effect of 550 choosing and not choosing in preceding FCTs trials. Therefore, it is not clear whether 551 the effect of the preceding FCTs trials was derived from a unique effect of choosing in 552 the same decisional context, or can be fully explained in terms of the negative history 553 effect of not choosing that might have taken place in these trials. Because the strong 554 coupling of choosing and not choosing in the same set of alternatives will cause a 555 multicollinearity of the explanatory variables, the dissociation of these features is 556 difficult. Future studies using experimental tasks with three or more action alternatives 557 in a trial to sufficiently control the risk of multicollinearity will reveal the respective 558 effects of choosing and not choosing under the same and different decisional context 559 in animal's free choice behavior. 560
Dependence on the Effector
561
In the present study, we used memory-guided saccade tasks in which the animals had 562 to express their decision by saccadic eye movement. However, with respect to 563 information-seeking, making a saccade may not be a mere designation of a location 564 but rather a completion of scanning that visual field. Therefore, it is possible that the 565 monkeys' choice behavior in the present study was affected by their innate behavior in 566 visual foraging, and thus limited to the saccadic motor domain. Since the monkeys 567 could freely see everywhere during the inter-trial interval, it is not likely that the urge 568 to watch a certain location of the display made a large contribution to the choice 569 behavior in the present study. Still, it is not clear our results regarding decision and 570 action history effects can be generalized to other effectors. 571
Previously, Lee and Schieber (2006) reported a monkey's tendency to switch its 572 response direction in a hand-reaching task. When monkeys were allowed to choose 573 from left and right targets by themselves, they frequently changed their response from 574 the previous trial. This switching bias may seem to contradict the positive history 575 effect of preceding decision observed in the present study. However, they also reported 576 that the monkeys showed a robust tendency to change the hand used in target-reaching 577 in consecutive trials, as well as a strong preference to choose a target that was 578 ipsilateral to the hand in use. Based on this finding, Lee and Schieber (2006) suggested 579 that part of the monkeys' tendency to change the target choice could have been driven 580 by the bias to switch the hand in use. Also, the effects of preceding decision and action 581
were not explicitly separated in their analysis. Therefore, further studies will be needed 582 to determine whether the difference between our result and those in the previous study 583 was caused by a difference in the effector or some other experimental factors. 584 Tables   738   Table 1 than the model without Δ C parameter. In both of the R+C and R+C+U models, Δ R was significantly smaller than zero and Δ C was significantly larger than zero.
